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Since joining JMW’s Asia-Pacific team in 2012, Ali Roberts has coached leaders
with big ambitions and commitments to effectively engage their people in leading
strategic transformation initiatives for their organisations. Ali provides consulting and
leadership development support to a wide range of organisations in the Asia Pacific
region as they pursue significantly elevated levels of performance and results.
One of Ali’s key capabilities is working at all levels and functions across the business,
to ensure the mindset shifts and alignment necessary for delivering unprecedented
performance.
Ali’s areas of expertise include:
•
•
•
•

Collaborative project development, implementation coaching and successful delivery
Team alignment and delivery of breakthrough goals
High-performance project team formulation
Leadership development throughout an organisation or team

Ali has worked in the water, oil and gas, infrastructure, and energy industries. Her
expertise includes:
•
•
•
•

Developing the foundation of alignment across all levels in an organisation that is
required to support major initiatives
Eliciting the commitment from managers and employees necessary to implement
strategic change
Coaching managers and cross-functional groups in delivering new levels of
performance
Creating an environment that calls for people to examine the prevailing views that
impede organisational ambition

Ali also designs and leads executive development programs to enable executives and
senior level managers to make a far greater impact throughout their organisation. In this
area, her expertise includes:
•
•
•

•

Transforming the culture and performance of organisations
Custom designing programs to meet an organisation’s specific needs and goals
Enhancing individuals existing leadership strengths while expanding the skills and
capabilities needed to drive breakthrough results and establish new standards for
performance
Coaching program participants in the effective implementation of their training against
their real-time challenges and commitments

Examples of her client base include Goulburn Murray Water, Origin Energy, Talisman
Energy (Malaysia), Sydney Water, Southern Rural Water, Wannon Water, NSW Road Traffic
Authority, Z Energy (New Zealand), Orion (New Zealand), Melbourne Water, South32, and
Aussie Broadband.
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